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sarah bowers

The work in this portfolio was completed to satisfy a 
Bachelor of Architecture degree at Louisiana State University; May 2012. 
Only the best work is represented here and care was taken to show the 

progression over the past four years.  
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first year



8 9drawings drawings

axonometric of atkinson hall

 One of the first projects in the 
architecture program was to survey, 
record, and draw the atkinson hall 
2-story lobby. These drawings include 
two floor plans, an elevation, and an 
axonometric.

second floorfirst floor

north elevation

west elevation



10 11drawings drawings

 After I studied and drew Atkinson Hall, I used 
the spaces of the lobby to inspire these spaces that I 
created out of basswood. Here, I drew this collection 
of boxes in axonometric and exploded axonometric 
form. 

axonometric

exploded axonometric



12 13motion design motion design

sectional isometric

 This project focused on studying 
and diagramming motion. The motion 
studied here is the twirl of a skirt. Two 
final models studied different parts of the 
motion. The basswood model accentuates 
the spiral pattern of the twirly skirt. The 
plexiglass and black chipboard model 
studies the two forces exerted on the skirt: 
centrifugal force, the obvious and visible 
force--the black, and gravity, the less 
obvious force that stops the spinning--the 
plexi. The drawing is a sectional isometric 
of the black and plexi model. 
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second year



16 17colliding walls spatial gallery

 Two colliding walls was the 
focus of this project. I studied the 
effects a collision would have on 
compression and expansion of 
the walls. In the second model, 
a walkway intersects the space 
created to add ascale to the project. 

 Here, I studied the concept of 
space and depth. I studied how to 
make a depth of space more intersting 
to draw attention to the art, the 
white rectangle, in the center. I used 
a series of chipboard and basswood 
strips to create a rhythmic pattern 
leading up to the art. This draws the 
eye to the back of the gallery space. 



18 19writer’s studywriter’s study

elevation

perspective

 A writer needs serenity and inspiration at the same time to obtain his greatest 
potential. Here, the basic rectangluar cube and intersecting plane are combined to 
create this space. I studied the subtraction of these spaces and lines to redefine 
them. The interior space for the writer is tall and allows for freedom of thought, 
while the exterior thinking space allows for long deep views perfect to comtemplate 
new ideas. 



20 21rothko museum rothko museum

early sketch

 Mark Rothko is a non-objective 
painter. His works of art are made of 
pure color, yet still evoke the emotions 
he intended. Here, I designed a small 
museum to hold five of his paintings. 
It is located in Houston, Tx, in the 
museum district by the Cy Twombley 
Museum, The Menil Collection, and 
the Rothko Chapel. The building is set 
on the very back of the site to allow 
for a great long view as one comes 
upon the museum. The entrance is 
around back and brings visitors into 
a maze-like gallery that is surrounded 
by translucent glass to let in light but 
not allow for a view of the park to keep 
from distracting the visitor. The gallery 
opens visiotrs into an open courtyard 
for reflection.
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third year



24 25pinecote visitor’s center pinecote visitor’s center

 In the O.J. Baker Competition, we studied 
Pinecote, a conservatory landscape in Picayune, Ms. 
I designed a visitor’s center to welcome guests to the 
landscape and gather information  before they explore 
the trails. I seperated the public and private spaces 
in this bifricated building. The canopy over the center 
walkway connects them again while it also collects 
water in the front pond that leads to an underground 
cistern. The front of the building opens up to the guests 
and filters them indoors. upon entrance to the public 
space, visitors pass the lobby, restrooms, classroom 
and are finally gathered into a large program space for 
exhibits and conferences. 



26 27acme brick competition acme brick competition

 The Acme Brick Competion is an 
annual event in the LSU Architecture 
Program. With a partner, I designed a 
hexagonal brick inspired by the honeycomb 
of a bee’s nest to  provide great strength 
and aesthetic value to the brick. We 
hollowed out the brick and replaced it 
with recycled amber glass made from 
beer bottles to give a warm glow to a 
building. We built a demo model in which 
we included a light in the back to show our 
lighting idea. The bricks are handmade 
and hand set. 
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Ground Floor
1 Building Services

First Floor

1 Quiet Room
2 Gallery Area
3 Computer Room
4 Primary Collection
5 Lobby
6 24-Hour Room
7 Mechanical Space
8 Duct Space
9 Fire Stairs and Fire Exit

Second Floor

1 Conference
2 IT Specialist
3 Storage
4 Lecture/Media Room

Fourth Floor
1 Storage/Supplies
2 Files
3 Kitchenette
4 Volunteer

6 Adminastrative Assistant
7 Director

Third Floor

1 Research
2 Workroom
3 Multi Media Collection
4 Young Adult Collection
5 Children’s Collection
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Location Plan 

Site Plan 

An Athenaeum is a kind of library that also acts like a museum. Sequential Art is art in the form of books and 
magazines that tell stories through small pictures; like graphic novels, comic books, etc. The Louisiana 
Athenaeum for Sequential Art is a place where fans of Sequential Art can gather, interact, and learn through 
the materials this facility holds. 
The building consists of 5 wedge-shaped pieces that slowly turn into the last part of the building. These wedges 
and turns create movement in the building and inspire readers and artists alike. Each wedge is nestled into the 
site slowly depressing into the earth. The wedges run into the last part of the building and finally into a tall 
cylindrical top-lit quiet room. This tall reading space mimics the water tower to the north of the building and the 
observatory down the street. It stands as a beacon to visitors and draws them in. 
The five wedges contain mostly the large collection spaces. These spaces are the height of two stories in the 
last part of the building. This allows great reading light and space for visitors. 
The last part of the building that is of more regular construction contains mainly administrative functions and 
rooms for research, lectures, and artists working. 
The reading room is elevated through all four stories and to the roof where light is brought in and diffused into 
the room for readers. It is viewable from all four floors but not accessible. 
Many random-like windows provide the light to this building. The tall collection spaces have clerestories on the 
north side of the building to let in soft north light. All other walls in the collection spaces hold windows that are 
interpretations of the way stories are expressed in graphic novels, comic books, etc. 
This building was designed to draw in readers, fans, artists, and researchers to educate others and themselves 
as well as experience the world of sequential art with fellow enthusiasts. 
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PROPERTY LOCATION
Address  151 Lafayette Blvd

Site Area  9,000 sq. ft. 
 
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE 2006
Occupancy Classification  A-3

Allowable Height and Building Area 11 stories

Type of Construction 2

Occupant Load  230

Egress Width  46”

Accessible Means of Egress 2 fire stairs

Doors    34”

Stairways   44”

Ramps  1:12 Height Ratio

Exit Access Travel Distance w/ Sprinkler Less than 250’

Corridors   44”

Number of Exits (per story) 2

ADA ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES FOR BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES 
(ADAAG), 2004

LOUISIANA STATE PLUMBING CODE, 2000     
   
Required Fixtures

5 Fixtures each
2 lavatories each
2 water fountains

BATON ROUGE UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE
Zoning   A-3

Yard Requirements
C-5
No Parking
No Setbacks

Code Requirements
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An Athenaeum is a kind of library that also acts like a museum. Sequential Art is art in the form of books and 
magazines that tell stories through small pictures; like graphic novels, comic books, etc. The Louisiana 
Athenaeum for Sequential Art is a place where fans of Sequential Art can gather, interact, and learn through 
the materials this facility holds. 
The building consists of 5 wedge-shaped pieces that slowly turn into the last part of the building. These wedges 
and turns create movement in the building and inspire readers and artists alike. Each wedge is nestled into the 
site slowly depressing into the earth. The wedges run into the last part of the building and finally into a tall 
cylindrical top-lit quiet room. This tall reading space mimics the water tower to the north of the building and the 
observatory down the street. It stands as a beacon to visitors and draws them in. 
The five wedges contain mostly the large collection spaces. These spaces are the height of two stories in the 
last part of the building. This allows great reading light and space for visitors. 
The last part of the building that is of more regular construction contains mainly administrative functions and 
rooms for research, lectures, and artists working. 
The reading room is elevated through all four stories and to the roof where light is brought in and diffused into 
the room for readers. It is viewable from all four floors but not accessible. 
Many random-like windows provide the light to this building. The tall collection spaces have clerestories on the 
north side of the building to let in soft north light. All other walls in the collection spaces hold windows that are 
interpretations of the way stories are expressed in graphic novels, comic books, etc. 
This building was designed to draw in readers, fans, artists, and researchers to educate others and themselves 
as well as experience the world of sequential art with fellow enthusiasts. 
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LASA
                         louisiana athenaeum for sequential art

 The Louisiana Athenaeum 
for Sequential Art is a library for 
graphic novels. The small site is 
in downtown Baton Rouge on 
a busy corner. The building has 
four stories  that emcompass a 
children’s collection, a media 
room, a 24-hour room, a 4-story 
light capturing reading room, 
and research and volunteer 
service areas. The shape of 
the building is inspired by the 
different sizes of books on a 
shelf and the uneven nature of 
the books. 
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 This is a sectional model 
of the Athenaeum showing the 
relationahips between the floors 
and the human scale. It also shows 
the materials and textures of  
some of the walls, windows, and 
handrails. 
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PROGRAM PLAN
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Community Park

rails-to-trails

ironwood is a rails-to-trails program.

rails-to-trails is a program that turns old railroads 
into paths for biking and hiking. 

this is a great re-use of the already cleared land from 
the trails.

p 555 555.5555

f 555 555.5555

e yourname@adobe.com

Railroad Boulevard
and Magnolia Avenue
McComb, Ms 39648

g r e e n w a y

ironwood

imagine... 
 a green space in the 
middle of  town; nature trails 
in the heart of  the city; 
amazing views within walking 
distance of  downtown ...

... is it possible?

this brochure is a marketing tool. ironwood does not really 
exist. it is possible, however. please talk to your local townsmen 
and clergy about making this happen. we think this is a great 
opportunity for mccomb. 

 
“ i 
drive 
all the 
way from hammond to 
come here! it is a great place 
to bike and spend the day.”

-susannah bridges burley, 35

ironwood greenway
 The city of McComb, Mississippi has 
revamped the old Illinois Central Railyard into a 
beautiful parkland with winding trails and inspiring 
views. With just a little e�ort, this central piece of 
land has transformed into a major attraction for  the 
AmTrack, cyclists, and tourists alike.

2.8 miles of trail
 walking, you can burn 240 calories
 
 running, you can burn 450 calories
  
    in one hour

 “ my husband and i 
walk the trails every 
sunday and then get 
supper at the cafe. we love 
the scenery.”

-margaret taylor, 68

Attractions
-- town creek

-- cafe
-- butterfly garden
-- sculpture garden
-- rental cabins
-- art walk
-- bmx course

-- ampitheater
-- bike and easel rental

-- bike and walking trails

-- falcon viewing  
 tower

-- indoor skate 
 park
-- community 

 garden
-- silos
-- coal chute

 “ this is why i moved 
downtown! ironwood is a 
great place for me; i love to 
exercise.”

-caroline driebe, 28
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

RECYCLING CENTER CONSTRUCTION PARK CONSTRUCTION
DESIGNER
CONTRACTOR
SUB-CONTRACTORS
 -DEMO CREW
 -WASTE REMOVAL
 -MASONS
 -MACHINIST
 -ELECTRICIAN
 -FINISHES
 -LABORERS
 -MARKETING

DESIGNER
CONTRACTOR
FORESTER
SUB-CONTRACTORS
 -GRADING
 - PAVING CREW 
 -CARPENTER
 -MARKETING
 -LABORERS

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-8 3

25 12
CONSTRUCTION
JOBS CREATED

CONSTRUCTION
JOBS CREATED

PERMANENT
RECYCLING STAFF

PERMANENT
PARK STAFF

LOCAL INDIVIDUALS 
INVOLVED
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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sphere of in�uence

FOSTERING COMMUNITY

Currently the railroad tracks serve as a divisive north-south line through 
McComb with only two bridges connecting the east and west sides of the 
city.  The Ironwood Greenway parkland acts as connective tissue for these 
disparate parts of town, fostering community in a myriad of ways.  

The parkland connects outward toward the north, east and south ends into 
the community via trailheads.  The future we predict for this parkland 
includes municipally and privately owned businesses bordering Ironwood 
Greenway and organically �owing into the city.  Adjacent to the ranger 
station is a privately owned store where bicycles, rollerblades and artists’ 
easels can be rented out, among other things.  Other businesses that are 
based upon the park’s activities are sure to follow.

The community garden on the park’s north end intends to cultivate commu-
nity through the interaction of growing vegetables with one’s neighbors.  
We hope that church groups, brownie troops and others will join the indi-
viduals and families who work plots at the community garden.  
 
Also, the parkland itself serves as a community builder in that it is a place to 
meet new people and enjoy old friends.  The large space o�ers many oppor-
tunities for gatherings to occur from music performances to picnics.  

amtrack passengers

ar
tis

ts

art enthusists

cyclists

fa
m

ili
es

 

 This project was part of an Intercession 
that occurred over two weeks in McComb, 
Ms.  As part of an interdisciplinary team 
of architecture and landscape architecture 
students, we  re-designed an abandoned 
railway brownfield into a biking and hiking 
greenway. We researched and diagrammed 
to existing physical and social conditions and came up with 

the best solution 
for the small 
town. I was 
i n s t r u m e n ta l 
in the 
development of 
the design and 
the marketing 
to the town and 
f u n d r a i s e r s . 
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FLOATING
       and how it works...

http://preferredbuilder.com/industry-news.asp?sectionID=204&articleID=1087396

http://www.designobserver.com/changeobserver/entry.html?entry=11247

PRECEDENT: FLOAT house                 new orleans

http://www.csmonitor.com/Environment/2009/1009/�oating-house-could-ride-new-orleans-�oods

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://mocoloco.com/fresh2/upload/2009/10/�oat_house_new_orleans_by_morphosis/�oat_house_new_orleans_morphosis.jpg&imgrefurl=http://
mocoloco.com/fresh2/2009/10/19/�oat-house-new-orleans-by-morphosis.php&h=433&w=525&sz=119&tbnid=jZyp87Ym1uRFrM:&tbnh=109&tbnw=132&prev=/images%3Fq%3D�oat%2B
house%2Bnew%2Borleans&zoom=1&q=�oat+house+new+orleans&hl=en&usg=__c_de6CvquNMjz2MFtvQBAeM9OuU=&sa=X&ei=cqPqTKbRFcqs8AbxwaXVDQ&sqi=2&ved=0CDYQ9QEwB
A

right now, houses do not adapt to rising water 
levels; i propose that we bring a technique to Jean 
Lafitte that allows homes to adapt to flooding

retro�t 1: slab on grade houses, raised earth 

retro�t 2: raised houses

retro�t 3: house onto the water

using these 
different 
techniques, all 
of the homes 
in Jean Lafitte 
can be saved 
from flooding 
and sea level 
risethe FLOAT house in new orleans 

is using a this technique to adapt 
to flooding

proposed changes to houses; mostly stays the samepresent day jean la�tte

The town of Jean La�tte is mainly residential. When it �oods, the recovery process takes too long and 
sometimes the population diminishes because of the length of the recovery process. Here, I propose that 
the existing residential structure be changed to adapt to the need for a faster recovery process. By 
taking the idea behind the FLOAT house in New Orleans, and retro�tting the existing houses to adapt 
with this technique the recovery process time will be severely decreased. This is because there will be less 
damage, therefore less to �x, and the residents can get back to normal faster and help others or 
businesses faster. If the residents have their hands full rebuilding their own home, the community may 
not get rebuilt; but if they can be sure their home is safe and damage free, they can concentrate on 
rebuilding/�xing their community.

HOW WILL YOU SURVIVE THE NEXT HURRICANE?
SINK or SWIM..... or FLOAT

http://www.life.com/image/55768516

http://www.life.com/image/55768713

http://www.alongthebayou.com/Hurricane/Hurricane%20Photos/David+Matherne.jpg.php

http://www.alongthebayou.com/Hurricane/Hurricane%20Photos/David+Matherne.jpg.php

http://www.alongthebayou.com/Hurricane/Hurricane%20Photos/David+Matherne.jpg.php

http://www.alongthebayou.com/Hurricane/Hurricane%20Photos/David+Matherne.jpg.php

Evacuation to places 20-50 miles away

HURRICANE

Return ro town Rebuild homes- small individual e�orts to rebuild 
homes, takes concentrated time and energy form 
homeowners

Rebuild businesses and cvic centers- Large united e�ort from many people 
in town, cannot be done until homes are rebuilt and families are safe. 
Because of the inevitable neglect, some businesses do not survive. 

Sighting of another Hurricane

right now, hurricane flooding ruins houses 
because they are attached to the ground. 

right now, the recovery process after a hurricane is very long and 
requires most of the time spent on rebuilding homes, neglecting 
businesses and the growth or progress of the town

with sea level rise, 
flooding is going to 
get worse in years to 
come;
we need to adapt 
more effectively to 
combat the 
destruction caused 

present day jean la�tte; line at 13 feet storm surge

jean lafitte intervention jean lafitte intervention

HOW THIS WILL CHANGE THE TOWN
                                        for the better...

evacuation now causes 
people to travel large 
distances to seek shel-
ter; or stay in their 
houses or boats despite 
the lack of safety

with this technique people could 
get back to their home immediately 
after the storm and their home 
would be mostle unharmed; 
allowing for a shelter to be of 
great use, speeding up recovery 
time and increasing safety

the retrofitting of the houses in 
Jean Lafitte should be done in 
phases to be most efficient 
according to what land floods 
first

proposed changes in 13 foot storm surge; no devastation

1

2

3
4

4

with the retrofitting of the houses in Jean Lafitte evacuation processes will 
have to change; it is not safe for homeowners to stay in their houses 
during a hurricane; they would need to evacuate to a shelter for the time 
being 

proposition in 100 years

JEAN LAFITTE 
            in 100 years.....

 Jean Lafitte is a small fishing community south of New Orleans that is in 
serious danger of flooding and sea level rise. In this semester-long project, we 
studied how an intervention to the town could help save their community. I proposed 
a renovation of the houses to survive the flooding and eventual sea level rise. 
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Type One Shotgun
Characteristics:

Long, narrow plan

Rooms lined-up one behind each other

Typically living room first, then bedrooms, 
then kitchen

Tradition has it that if you fire a shotgun through the front 
doorway of this long, narrow home, the shot will exit 
directly through the back door. The style is characterized 
by a single story with a gabled roof. Shotguns are usually 
only one room wide, with each room leading directly into 
the next. Typically, shotgun houses are no more than 12 
feet wide Exterior features include a vent on the front 
gable and a full front porch trimmed with gingerbread 
brackets and ornamentation. Mail-order plans and parts 
for shotgun homes were widely available at the turn-of-
the-century, making it a popular, low-cost structure to 
build in both urban and suburban settings.   The origin of 
this style is thought to have originated in New Orleans.  
When these houses were first built in the area, property 
tax was determined by frontage of the property on the 
street.  By making the structure as narrow as possible, 
they were able to build houses that were easier to afford.  
This meant that the elimination of the hallway was 
another way to keep size at a minimum.  As time changed 
the taxation policy changed and was based upon the 
number of rooms on had in their home.  Hall ways were 
considered rooms so the continuation of their absence 
of the structure makes sense.  Only when the taxation 
policy changes again, or when homes are remodeled in 
the more modern era, do we see the introduction of the 
hallway As with all types through time different options for 
the shotgun home changed.  These variations include an 
interior hallway to allow privacy with in each of the rooms 
and even a “double shotgun” style that placed two units 
together with a party wall in between.

Neighborhood Locations:

Beauregard Town  1
Spanish Town   5
Suburb Hundred Oaks 14
Suburb Stewart  15
Zeeland Place   17
Edward Oaks   19
Old South Baton Rouge 22

Spanish Town Beauregard Town Beauregard Town

BEDROOM

KITCHEN

LIVING
ROOM

BEDROOM

KITCHEN

LIVING
ROOM

10' 20'

BEDROOM

KITCHEN

LIVING
ROOM

10' 20'

BATON ROUGE:
HOUSE TYPES

dr. michael desmond 
house types of baton rouge class
fall 2010

lsu school  of  architec ture 

baton rouge: house types baton rouge: house types

(final booklet available upon request)

 Baton Rouge has some very diverse and 
interesting residential architecture. In this 
class we surveyed, collected, and documented 
the different house types in Baton Rouge to see 
how common the houses are and where they 
are concentrated. in the area. 
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Boston, Ma
Legend

1. John Joseph Moakley Courthouse

2a. Faneuil Hall
2b. Cheers Bar
2c. Copley Place
2d. South Bay Center

3a. Museum of Science
3b. MIT Museum
3c. Old State House Museum
3d. Boston Children's Museum
3e. Boston Museum of Fine Arts
3f. Museum of Transportation
3g. Boston Celtics
3h. Boston Red Sox
3i. Sonesta Hotels
3j. Harvard Art Museums

4a. MIT Medical Department
4b. Massachusetts General Hospital
4c. Sinai Hospital
4d. Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
4e. Boston Medical Center

5a. Harvard University
5b. MIT
5c. Boston University
5d. Boston Architectural College
5e. Emerson College
5f. Suffolk University

6. Massachusetts Port Authority

7a. EMC Corp.
7b. Boston Beer Co.

8a. Biogen Idec
8b. Zoll Medical

9a. Staples
9b. Iron Mountain
Sources:
http://www.boston.com/business/globe/globe100/globe_100_2010/globe100/

http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/DevelopmentProjects/DevProjects.asp?action=ViewStatus&S
tatusID=8

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Boston#Major_companies

http://map.sba.gov/hubzone/init.asp

http://www.bostonredevelopmentauthority.org/DevelopmentProjects/DevProjects.asp?action=ViewStatus&S
tatusID=8
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Baltimore Boston New York Philadelphia Washington DC

sources:

http://www.cityofboston.gov/

baltimore.org

www.nycgo.com/

www.phila.gov

www.dc.gov/

Baltimore   Boston   New York   Philadelphia    Washington D.C. 

Manufacturing
Entertainment

Retail
Healthcare
Education

Politics

 This studio focused on the megalopolis of 
Bos-Wash or Boston through Washignton, D.C. 
which also includes Baltimore, Philadelphia, 
and New York. In the research phase, I looked 
at the economics of each of these cities and the 
amount of people they employ.

 Here, I zoomed into Boston and looked at 
local factors that contributed to the economic 
status of Boston. I mapped out the locations of 
hospitals, malls, universities, tourist attractions,  
manufacturing plants, and historic sites. 
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heaters/misters

solar panels to sustain 
heaters/misters

advertising space to help 
with costs

tourist maps 
conveniently placed

connection detail

the boston connection

quincy market
rose kennedy greenway

boston commonsection through quincy market

section through greenway

connection route

connection route
freedom trail
important attractions
greenway and common

state house

city hall

blackstone district

long wharf

aquarium

rose kennedy greenway

faneuil hall

old state house

granary burying grounds

boston common

quincy market

3-Bedroom Apartment Rent Around Greenway

Transportation Around Greenway

Through the research of the transportation, residential patterns and functions around and in the Greenway, this space could become the 
intersection of the residents and tourists through the park-like atmosphere. 

While there are clear accesses to the Greenway, the intersection between the transportation and  the Greenway could be more interactive 
and expanded. The stations on either end of the Greenway are close to the Greenway, but right in the middle [where there are many 
attractions and public spaces as well], there could be more going on. This could activate the entire area west of the Greenway to expand the 
domain of the park-like feel. 

Through the research of the transportation, residential patterns and functions around and in the Greenway, this space could become the 
intersection of the residents and tourists through the park-like atmosphere. 

While there are clear accesses to the Greenway, the intersection between the transportation and  the Greenway could be more interactive 
and expanded. The stations on either end of the Greenway are close to the Greenway, but right in the middle [where there are many 
attractions and public spaces as well], there could be more going on. This could activate the entire area west of the Greenway to expand the 
domain of the park-like feel. 

Ferris Wheel
Installments
Water Features
Open Plazas
Parking
T Stops (Connected to Subway Lines of Corresponding Color)

Surrounding Areas of Attraction
Major Car Paths
Freedom Trail

 WINTER

 FALL

SUMMER

SPRING

N

Axonometric of the Greenway in all seasons with functions and surrounding attractions

Trees Surrounded by Concrete
Paved Surface
Brick Surface
Grass
Blackstone District
Freedom Trail

http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/brainiac/CHP-1.jpg

Brick Surface

Paved Surface

http://www.�ickr.com/photos/barefootrails/3629711964/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Blackstone District

http://www.�ickr.com/photos/benramirez/3894429243/sizes/o/in/photostream/

Trees

google street view

Grass in the Area

http://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/chr0KHx90j_1T4tSvbGXCA

Freedom Trail

http://www.pubclub.com/boston/Images/FreedomTrailOnTremont.JPG

sarah bowers

http://bostonnaked.�les.wordpress.com/2010/10/rose-kennedy-gr

Site of Opportunity for Greenway Expansion

City Hall

Faneuil Hall
Quincy Market

Old State House

Blackstone 
District

Boston 
Museum

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway

Surrounding Attractions

Neighborhoods Around Greenway

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway
BOSTON, MA

Planners have already 
set height resrtictions 
for new buildings adja-
cent to the greenwa to 
keep from adding more 
shadows to the green-
way reducing it current 
appeal.

http://www.wbur.org/20
10/06/24/harbor-series-i
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Transportation Around Greenway Neighborhoods Around Greenway

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway
BOSTON, MA

Spring Summer Fall Winter

3-Bedroom Apartment Rent Around Greenway

Through the research of the transportation and residential patterns 
around the Greenway, this space could become the intersection of 
the residents and tourists through the park-like atmosphere. 

While there are clear accesses to the Greenway; the journey from T to 
the Greenway could be more enjoyable and could interact more with 
the Greenway. The stations on either wnd of the Greenway are close 
to the Greenway, but right in the middle [where there are many 
attractions and public spaces as well], there could be more going on. 
This could activate the entire area west of the Greenway to expand 
the domain of the park-like feel. 
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Surrounding Attractions and Freedom Trail
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<$1000/month

North End

Beacon Hill

Downtown

Freedom TrailT Stop
Connected to Corresponding Subway Lines 
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the Greenway. The stations on either wnd of the Greenway are close 
to the Greenway, but right in the middle [where there are many 
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 In the next phase, I zoomed in 
again on the new greenway that was 
exposed from the Big Dig. Here, I looked 
at the surrounding areas and districts. 
I diagrammed these functions and the 
effects they had on the greenway. I also 
diagrammed these functions seasonally 
and how they change over the year. 

 Then, I proposed a solution to the 
problem of wayfinding in Boston. There are 
lots of ways to get through Boston, but the 
one most valuable to tourists and visitors 
is not clearly defined. Here, I propose to 
highlight this path for visitors. This would 
also help businesses gain more traffic 
where it is needed. 
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THE HARBOR PIERS
ON BOSTON’S CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS WATERFRONT PARK
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B O S T O N   G R E E N W A Y,  H A R B O R  A N D  C O L U M B U S  P A R K
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program

1  pedestrian bridge
2  north pier
3   harbor dock
4  greenhouse 
5  greenhouse ramped pier
6  greenhouse boardwalk
7  harbor pier stage

9  stage pier
10  service building
11  tall ramp
12  south boardwalk
13  more audience space
14  christopher columbus  
  waterfront park

Program Plan

N
SCALE   1/8” = 1’GREENHOUSE PLAN

1

2

3

4

6
5

GREENHOUSE WALL SECTION SCALE  1/8” = 1’

1 concrete slab foundation
2 steel i-beam column
3 steel i-beam beam
4 glass attached to the bullion 
 attached to the i-beam grid
5 ceiling glass under the main 
 roof structure
6  concrete forms as the roof

perspec t ive  f rom columbus park

harbor  piers  with  columbus park  and the harbor

shangr i  la
orange,  tx

santa  monica  pier
santa  monica ,  ca

�ower  gardens in  
nether lands

mosaic

barcode

ramp up 
s lope 1 :12
landings  ever y  24” in  r ise

ramp up 
s lope 1 :12
landings  ever y  24” in  r ise

ramp down
slope1:12
no landing needed

Access ibi l i t y  Diagram

HARBOR PIERS FROM BOSTON HARBOR

sarah bowers

 The problem with my last solution was the lack of attraction through the pathway besides 
the path and therefore the trail will be under used. Here, I designed a space to draw visitors 
across Boston. This is also an addition and improvement of an existing park. The Christopher 
Columbus Waterfront Park does not engage the water with as much enthusiasm as it could. I 
have designed a very intensive interaction with the water and the park to really engage visitors. 
The design includes a stage and outside theater area, a greenhouse, and a boat dock. 
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Interior Perspective RenderingInterior Perspective Rendering

 In this project, I worked with four other students to design a renovation  
to the LSU-Shreveport Medical School to provide them with a Sugical Skills 
Lab. This lab would provide a place for surgical demonstrations and surgical 
practice. We came up with three options that vary in the amount of space 
provided. The first is the most economical but only allows room for six tables, 
the next option uses the exterior space as a lobby, study area, and locker 
space. The last and largest option uses one-fourth of the ninth floor to provide 
the Medical School with the same amenities that LSU-New Orleans Medical 
School has. Through this exercise, I learned a lot about the regulations and 
standards that healthcare facilites are held to. I also learned about how logical 
and practical a healthcare architect needs to be. 
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(final booklet available upon request)

architecture and healthcare architecture and healthcare

B
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 In Jay Edwards’ Vernacular 
Architecture class, a classmate and 
I built a model of an actual shotgun 
house in New Orleans. We studied 
the plans for the house and laser cut 
many of the inticate details. This is 
now a part of Jay Edwards’ collection 
of house type models at LSU.
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Jubilee Church
Richard Meier

 written by: sarah bowers

14

Design Parti and Inspiration

 The church is designed using several 
geometrical shapes, ever so characteristic of 
Meier. He uses three equal circles positioned 
at different points to create the recognizable 
shells. These shells on the south side of the 
building act as shading devices but also as 
the main structure and design of the building. 
These circles are representative of the trinity 
of the Holy Catholic Church: the Father, the 
Son, and the Holy Ghost. Joined to these 
pieces of the circles is part of a square, at 
comparable to the circles. So the parti of this 
building is an unsymmetrical fusion between 
this square and three arcs (Frampton, 354). 

East side of Jubliee Church, 
Front Entrance
Frampton, 368. (c) Alan Karchmer/Esto

12

architecture and make it easily readable to 
the layperson. But Meier uses these classical 
forms in new and innovative ways that are 
very subtle. He is creative in the details of 
these places, which are all emphasized by 
the lack of color. Meier relies on the natural 
light he lets in with his designs to inform the 
interior mood of the space depending on what 
is going on outside (“Architect Biography, 
1-4). 

22

(final booklet available upon request) This paper was done in 
Professor Michael Desmond’s 
History of Architecture III. It is an 
in-depth study of a recent great 
work in architecture. Here, I studied 
Richard Meier’s Jubilee Church in 
Rome. I studied his design intents, 
construction techniques, and his uses 
of color (or lack of it). 
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